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Abstract
Residue Number System (RNS) is a carry-free and non-weighed integer system. In this paper an improved three-moduli
set {2 − 1, 2 + 1, 2 − 1} in reverse converter based on CRT algorithm is proposed. CRT algorithm can perform a
better delay and hardware implementation in modules via other algorithms. This moduli is based on p that covers a wide
range on modules and supports the whole range of its modules in dynamic range. With growth in moduli, many types of
modules have been proposed. By using dynamic range we can solve many problems in Residue Number System (RNS) by
just one three moduli. In proposed moduli set of this paper in Residue Number System (RNS), the internal circuit is
improved and thus, complexity of circuit, energy consumption and power consumption in our proposed design is
improved. These improvements are shown in evaluation in terms of CSA adders, CPA adders and delay.
Keywords: Residue Number System, Reverse Converter, Moduli Set.

1. Introduction

The RNS is integer number systems that by using
the property of a carry free operations is noneweighted [1, 2].
RNS has many advantages and can be used in
different filtering and cryptographies such as 1-D
filtering, FIR filtering and RISK DSP and Image
Processing [3]. RNS has fast calculations, so the
operations like conversions can be with less latency
[4].
Residue to binary in RNS system has different
methods. One of its primary methods is LUT (Look
Up Tables). By using ROM memories here, modules
in power of two can be helpful [3]. Other methods are
CRT and mixed radix conversion (MRC). These
methods use their realization used carry-save adders
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(CSA) in CSA tree structure and carry-propagate
adder (CPA) in their implementations [3].
Many modules sets have been introduced such as
{2 − 1, 2n, 2n+ 1} and {2n− 1, 2n, 2n−1 − 1}These are
{2n− 1, 2n, 2n+ 1, 22n+ 1}, {2n−1, 2n, 2n+1, 2n+1−1},
{2n−1, 2n, 2n+1, 2n+1+1} {2n − 3, 2n + 1, 2n − 1, 2n +
3} and {2n−1, 2n, 2n + 1, 2n−1−1} [5, 6, 7, 8, 9]. The
reverse converter for these moduli set has very high
latency and hardware cost because of inefficient
multiplicative inverses some modules are unbalanced
like moduli sets {2n, 2n/2–1, 2n/2+1, 2n+1, 22n–1–1} [1].
In [11], an effective reverse converter in three moduli
set {2n-1, 2n+1, 2pn+1-1} is proposed that has a wide
range with two parameters.
n

In this paper, a new reverse converter based on
MRC method for the moduli set { − , + ,
−
} is proposed. This new moduli has better latency
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and hardware cost than others. In section two MRC
method is described. In section three proposed reverse
converter is implemented and in the last part a
comparison between modules is presented.

2. Background
RNS give us some good advantages, these
advantages are in complexity and hardware delay that
can help us to have a better arithmetic operation and
is used in cameras, Digital signal processors and
many other systems. Besides this RNS also have some
disadvantages. Using signed numbers and detection of
overflow that could be by parity checking and this is a
problem in RNS in division forms [11].
Figure 1 has shown Arithmetic operation in RNS.
At first conventional binary form is presented. In the
second part we should convert binary form to RNS
Form which are residue numbers instead of binary
form. After that we would have residue number
system form and we can have our calculation in this
form. At the end we should have reverse converter to
reverse it in to binary form again. In here we
presented a residue number in reverse converter.

Where M =



k

i 1

mi , Mi=

M
and M i1 is the
mi

multiplicative inverse of Mi with respect to mi.
The MRC can also be used. Suppose we have a
residue number representation (x1, x2, ..., xk) with
respect to the moduli set {mi}i=1,k and Mixed Radix
Digits (MRDs), {ai}i=1,k, the decimal equivalent of the
residues can be computed as follows [3]:
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Given the moduli set {m1, m2, m3} with m1 = 2n, m2
= 2n+1, and m3 = 2n −1, the decimal equivalent of the
residue numbers (x1, x2, x3) is computed as (10)
=
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|+

(4)

Implementation of the proposed moduli set with this
algorithm is presented in next section.

3. Reverse Converter’s Design

Fig. 1. RNS Construction

Most converters in RNS are usually based on two
algorithm; CRT and MRC [3].Given a moduli set
{mi}i=1,k, the residues (x1, x2, ..., xk) can be converted
into the corresponding decimal number X in the
following ways: First, by the use of the well-known
CRT, which is given as [10]:
=|

|

|

|

(1)

A residue number system in three moduli set {2n-1,
2n+1, 2pn+1-1} is proposed in [11] that its p is even
in it. A Reverse Converter with CRT method is
presented in [11]. With this moduli, it could achieve a
better Speed and delay in its hardware design. It this
article, we have improved this moduli and we could
get a better speed and delay. This Improved Three
moduli set is calculated in CRT algorithm and its
hardware is presented. A comparison between ref [11]
and our propose moduli is given in evaluation which
shows a better hardware delay and a better speed in
Revers Converter. CRT algorithm in moduli set
{ − , + ,
− } is given bellow.
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Theorem:
numbers.

{

− ,

+ ,

− } are

Prime

Proof: based on the theorem on gcd we have the
following equation that represents the common
biggest divisor between numbers. In this, if the
answer is equal to one, numbers are prime together.
The equation is gcd(a,b) = (b,a mod b) in great
common divisor.
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So we can proof that these modules are prime to
each other.
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By separating Ss in different forms, four parts
would have be created that are presented bellow:
(

=

(12)

The residue that we have presented can be shown
in binary form. Therefore we would have:

gcd(2
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According to our main formula we will have
formula as follow:

At first for these residue numbers we have bellow
equation.

Based on this algorithm, we consume{ , ,
…, } as residue numbers and { ,
, …,
} as a
moduli set. The CRT algorithm is as follow:
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multiplication of M for modules from i=1,…,n
For this we have:
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By placing above formula in to the main formula
we would have
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And for Vs we have:
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4. Evaluation
Hardware architecture of our presented residue
base on presented formulas in section V is shown in
figure 2In this architecture a CSA tree is used that is
composed of CSA adders. These adders (p/2) bit CSA
modules is in the CSA tree. Levels of this tree is
different is number of inputs. The regular CPA adder
in this tree is ((2+p)n) bit and is used to calculate a
separate result of CSA tree. The delay of this tree is
equal to ((6+p)n+(p/2))Tfa. This delay is when the
delay of full adder is equal to the delay of carry save
adder. The proposed moduli set has less level of CSA
tree. So it’s shown that delay of the tree and number
of adder are also optimized. These differences are
shown that this moduli set is better in hardware delay
and number of adder and gates which are used in its
design. This proposed residue number is shown in
figure 3A comparison of this module set with best
known moduli implementationis shown in table 1.
Table 2 shows proposed moduli in specific p=2 and
its comparison to best known moduli implementation.
It has shown that delay has been decreased. Hardware
complexity of proposed module set is one more than
half of other module which is remarkable.

Fig. 2. Reverse Converter for proposed moduli

Table 1

Hardware and Delay comparison in different modulus

Revers converter
Proposed Reverse
Converter
[11], Mehdi
Hoseinzadeh,
Keihaneh Kia

residue
{2 − 1, 2
+ 1, 2 − 1}
{2 − 1, 2 +
1, 2
− 1}

CSA tree

CPA adder

Complexity

Delay

(p/2)

((2+p)n)

(p/2)+ ((2+p)n)

((6+p)n+(p/2))Tfa

(p/2)+1

((2+p)n)+1

(p/2)+((2+p)n)+2

((6+p)n+((p/2)+2))Tfa
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Table 2
Hardware and Delay comparison in moduli form (p=2)

Revers converter
Proposed Reverse Converter (p=2)
[12], A. Hariri, R. Rastegar, K. Navi

residue

Complexity

Delay

{2 − 1, 2 + 1, 2

− 1}

1+ 4n

(8n)Tfa

{2 , 2

+ 1}

4n bit(CSA)+4n bit (adder)

tCLA(4n)+tNOT+ tFA

− 1, 2

Which shows enhancement in both complexity and
hardware delay.
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